3T MRI USAGE AND CANCELLATION DATA

3T Usage July to December 2017

- JUL-17: 58% Billable, 54% Development, 43% Admin/QC, 14% Not Used, 11% Cancelled
- AUG-17: 54% Billable, 58% Development, 43% Admin/QC, 14% Not Used, 8% Cancelled
- SEP-17: 43% Billable, 6% Development, 14% Admin/QC, 6% Not Used, 8% Cancelled
- OCT-17: 56% Billable, 8% Development, 6% Admin/QC, 6% Not Used, 13% Cancelled
- NOV-17: 54% Billable, 3% Development, 6% Admin/QC, 6% Not Used, 18% Cancelled
- DEC-17: 54% Billable, 4% Development, 4% Admin/QC, 4% Not Used, 20% Cancelled
Percentage Cancelled within 72 hours by Lab
December 2017

Cancelled Hours Within 72 Hours of Table Time
December 2017